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Abstract  

The purpose of this study is to look into how different types of labels for Muslims, 

change after a terroristic attack compared to before the attack. People assess differently based on 

the label used in communication contexts (Ommundsen et al., 2014). This indicates that labels 

affect the opinion of people. There are different types of labels in this study, for which search 

terms are developed based on news and social media analyses. The labels are categorized into 

three groups: generic, individual and subtype labels. Generic labels are descriptions of the 

Muslim group in general. Individual labels refer to descriptions of Muslim individuals that are 

viewed separately from the group. Subtype labels refer to a subgroup within the Muslim group 

that is smaller than the broad group. This can be based on their physical appearances, personal 

characteristics, country of origin or their persona. To refer to Muslims within the different label 

categories, quantifiers were also used. 

In this study, we get an insight into how terroristic attacks, caused by some people with 

an Islamic background, affect the labels that are used for all Muslims and how this may be 

different in the news than on social media. Results show, that after all the examined attacks, 

although not significant in all cases, there was a difference in the frequency usage of the different 

types of labels before and after the attacks in the news and on social media. In the future, this 

study can be replicated by including media from other Western countries (e.g. United Kingdom, 

United States, Belgium, France, and Germany). Most of these countries have experienced such 

an attack in their own country. As a result, these attacks might have been discussed in their 

(news) media more often than in the Netherlands. This will give a greater overview of the labels 

used for Muslims after a terroristic attack, in the news, and in social media messages. 
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1. Introduction              

Islam is one of the largest and fastest growing religions in the world. It is also a religion 

that is widely discussed in the media. Muslims are usually not positively portrayed in the media 

(Van Drunen, 2014). Coverage of Islam is characterized by attention to terrorism. In 2002, a 

Dutch current affairs program called NOVA spent 30% of their Islamic related broadcasts on 

terrorism-related issues (Van Helden, 2005). According to a Dutch newspaper called the 

Volkskrant, this was 20% (Van Helden, 2005). This type of coverage causes Islam to be 

presented as a threat to Dutch society and the Western standards and values.  

To have an impression of a group or a person is only possible when that group or person 

is distinguishable from other groups or people. The people within a group should share 

similarities with one another. Detecting those differences and similarities is called categorization 

(McGarty et al., 2002). Those similarities are the basis for the impressions that people have about 

certain groups, which are called stereotypes (McGarty et al., 2002). Stereotypes can help to 

efficiently make sense of our complex social environment. However, relying on stereotypes may 

also increase discrimination when people categorize and label individuals based on generalized 

stereotypical beliefs (Fiske, 1998; Macrae & Bodenhausen, 2000).  

Earlier studies have shown that media coverage affects how the public learns, 

understands or thinks about an issue (Jamieson & Waldman, 2003). Media coverage influences 

the social categories and stereotypes that people have. Although not all Muslims are terrorists, 

terrorism is often linked to Muslims by the media. When the media often link Muslims to 

terrorism, there is a risk that Muslims will be called Islamic terrorists. Giving something or 

someone a name, for example, to categorize them as part of a particular social group, is called 

labeling. Different types of labeling exist (Anderson, 1991; Rosch et al., 1976). They can differ 

from broad levels (e.g., gender, age groups, racial and ethnic groups), to more narrow levels 

(e.g., professions; Richards & Hewstone, 2001). 

The number of studies about Islam has increased lately. Most of those studies are about 

(Islamist) Terrorism (Guardian, 2007). However, little research has been conducted about the 

possible increase of Muslim labeling in news articles and social media messages after a 

terroristic attack, and whether there are any differences between those labels. If journalists gain 

more knowledge on the effects of the use of labels in news reports, it will create more awareness 

in their use of labels. It may also influence social media users who comment on the news. It is 
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important that this is examined because, although a report by the Europol shows most of the 

terrorist attacks in Europe in the period from 2000 to 2013 were not committed in the name of 

Islam (Europol, 2013), the media rarely distinguish between terrorism and Islam. Sometimes it is 

even referred to as: ‘Islamic Terrorism’. By using these kinds of labels, an inseparable 

relationship is created between Islam and Terrorism, which can strengthen stereotypes. More 

knowledge in this area will lead to more insight into the current representation of Muslims in the 

media and how this affects the stereotypes and associative frames that people currently have 

about Muslims. In the long term, this may reduce or change the stereotypes that people have 

about Muslims, which may prevent or decrease discrimination of Muslims. 

In this study, the labels used for Muslims will be examined to see if they change after a 

terroristic attack. Earlier studies have shown that people assess differently based on the label 

used in communication contexts (Ommundsen et al., 2014). This indicates that labels affect the 

opinion of people. The focus will be on the attacks committed in Brussels (March 2016), Nice 

(July 2016) and Paris (November 2015), because these attacks are comparable in size, and have 

happened in European countries near the Netherlands. This leads to the following research 

question:  

‘Are Muslims labeled differently in the news and on social media after a terroristic 

attack?’ 

The labels used for Muslims in the news and on social media will be analyzed to see if 

there is an increase in generic, individual and subtype labels, after a terroristic attack. The labels 

are categorized into three groups: generic, individual and subtype labels. Generic labels are 

descriptions of the Muslim group in general. Individual labels refer to descriptions of Muslim 

individuals that are viewed separately from the group. Subtype labels refer to a subgroup within 

the Muslim group that is smaller than the broad group. This can be based on their physical 

appearances, personal characteristics, country of origin or their persona. Quantifiers were also 

used to refer to Muslims within the different label categories.  
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2. Theory 

To find out whether the media reports about Muslims differently after a terrorist attack 

committed by an attacker with a Muslim background, it is important to first know how Muslims 

are portrayed in general in the media. Therefore, the different social categories within the 

Muslim group in the Netherlands will be discussed in the first paragraph to have a better 

understanding of the Muslim group. In the second paragraph, the existing stereotypes of Muslims 

will be described, the effects these have and the media image of Muslims. This in order to gain a 

better understanding of how Muslims are viewed in the media and by Dutch people. How the 

media portrays Muslims and Islam can lead to confirmation and reinforcement of prejudices 

(Shadid, 2005). This is also related to framing which will be discussed in the third paragraph, 

because creating and constantly repeating standardized ideas about cultural differences between 

social groups is stereotyping, which is a specific form of framing (Eriksen, 2002, p. 23-24; 

Ruigrok et al., 2017, p. 4). After that, the different factors that are involved in the selection of 

news by journalists will be discussed. News selection exerts an important influence on framing 

because this can affect how people think. The framing of terrorist attacks in the media committed 

by attackers with an Islamic background will be examined. The final paragraph will discuss the 

use of labels in general and the different types of labels used for Muslims. Based on all of this, 

the hypothesis will be formulated, which will be tested in the results chapter to answer the main 

question as was formulated in the introduction. 

2.1 Social categories 

2.1.1 Categorization and its function 

Categorization is the cognitive process of detecting differences and similarities between 

one group and another group (McGarty et al., 2002). This categorization can be based on 

different features of the group such as common origins and goals but also genetics or traits 

(Brewer, Hong & Li, 2004; Yzerbyt, Judd, & Corneille, 2004; Kashima, 2004; Rothbart & Park, 

2004). There are different motives for categorizing people, for example; understanding, 

controlling and trusting of others (Fiske, 2000). Once a group of people is linguistically labeled, 

it is perceived as a coherent entity that is distinguishable from other categories (Beukeboom & 

Burgers, 2017). To categorize people into social categories, it is necessary to perceive the 

entitativity of that group (Beukeboom & Burgers (2017). Perceived category entitativity refers to 

the perceived unity of a group, referring to how closely tied together its members seem to be 
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(Hamilton & Sherman, 1996; Moskowitz, 2005). When a social category is considered to have 

deep and inherent traits, the group is considered to have high ratings of essentialism (Toosi & 

Ambady, 2011). 

A study by Toosi & Ambady (2011), showed that Muslims, next to Hindus and Jews, 

are assigned the highest ratings of entitativity among eight religious groups, by a group of 

students. They are considered to be more cohesive, their religion more important to its members, 

and more united by common goals and fate. Muslims also receive a high rating in essentialism. 

That means that people believe that the category members are similar to one another in essence, 

that they share certain characteristics and that they behave similarly in some situations (Gelman, 

2003). That Muslims receive such high ratings in essentialism can create pitfalls, because as with 

any other group, there are differences between members of the Muslim group. The different 

categories that exist within the Muslims group will be explained in the next section. 

2.1.2 Categories within the Muslim group 

There are different groups of Muslims in the Netherlands, originating from different 

religious streams and countries of origin. Muslims make up 5% of the Dutch population. 

Looking at the ethnical backgrounds, most of the Muslims are of Turkish or Moroccan origin 

(CBS, 2009). Other large groups of Muslims in the Netherlands are from Suriname, Afghan, 

Iraqi and Somali origin. There are also Muslims from other origins, but these are relatively 

smaller groups. There are approximately 13.000 native Muslims (CBS, 2009). These can be both 

third-generation non-western immigrants and native-born converts. About 95% of Muslims in 

the Netherlands have a non-western background. Nearly half of the non-western migrant 

population is Muslim (CBS, 2009).  

Demant (2005) distinguishes four types of (young) Muslims, within the Muslim group 

in the Netherlands. First, there are Muslims who give a direct interpretation of the religion and 

they do not criticize the religion of their parents. They are described as loyal, as having a 

conformal attitude towards their religion and as strictly practicing (Maliepaard & Gijsberts, 

2012). There are also Muslims who, in their search for true Islam, have become stricter in their 

faith compared to their parents. They combine a direct interpretation of faith with a critical 

attitude. They are called new fundamentalists, and they experience the older generation as too 

liberal (Maliepaard & Gijsberts, 2012). Other Muslim youths who have a critical attitude towards 

the religion, but also give a more flexible conception to this, are described as liberal (Maliepaard 
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& Gijsberts, 2012). Finally, there are Muslims who are described as cultural. They also apply a 

more flexible conception of faith, but they do not have a critical attitude (Maliepaard & 

Gijsberts, 2012). They are proud of their Muslim background, but they do not practice the 

customs of their religion. Evidently, there are many subgroups within the Muslim group. 

However, the existing impression appears to be that Muslims are perceived as one entitative 

group (Toosi & Ambady, 2011). In the next section, other impressions about Muslims will be 

explained. 

2.2 Impression of Muslims 

2.2.1 Stereotypes 

Stereotypes are shared beliefs held by people or a group, about other people or groups 

(Hogg & Reid, 2006). This can be related to characteristics, circumstances, values, and beliefs 

(McGarty et al., 2002). Social categories and their associated stereotypes help people to 

understand the social world (Beukeboom & Burgers, 2017). However, relying on stereotypes 

may also increase discrimination when people categorize and label individuals based on 

generalized stereotypical beliefs (Fiske, 1998; Macrae & Bodenhausen, 2000). Many researchers 

have stated that prejudice is an inevitable consequence of ordinary categorization (stereotyping) 

processes (Allport, 1954; Billig, 1985; Ehrlich, 1973). So the basic argument exists, that as long 

as stereotypes exist, prejudice will follow (Devine, 1989). This suggests that stereotypes are 

automatically applied to members of the stereotyped group (Devine, 1989). The stereotypes that 

exist for Muslims are that they are violent, hostile and arrogant (Gonzalez et al., 2008). 

2.2.2 Effects of stereotyping 

According to Schneider (2004), there is a danger to stereotyping Muslims, because it 

affects the relationship between Muslims and the people stereotyping them. Reasons for this are 

that stereotypes affect the way people process information; people are more likely to remember 

positive information about their own group and to remember negative information about other 

groups (Shadid, 2005). Stereotypes can also create specific expectations regarding the behavior 

of other groups (that, in turn, can act as filters in observing and interpreting their behavior), they 

can lead to self-fulfilling prophecies (people see in the behavior of others what they expect based 

on their prejudices) and ultimately stereotypes can lead to inaccurate predictions of the behavior 

of others (Shadid, 2005).  
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Another danger of stereotypes about Muslims is shown in a study by Kamans et al. 

(2009) about the influence of stereotypes on Dutch Moroccan teenagers. The respondents in this 

study, who felt that they were negatively stereotyped, behaved accordingly with these negative 

stereotypes (Kamans et al., 2009). Stereotypes also affect the risks of marginalization and 

radicalization among Muslim immigrants in the US, according to a study by Lyons-Padilla et al. 

(2015). The experiences of discrimination by Muslims can lead to greater support for radicalism, 

which promises a sense of meaning and purpose in life (Lyons-Padilla et al, 2015).  

Evidently, there are different effects of stereotypes, that can influence social groups and 

the society in which they live. The stereotypes that exist among journalists about certain groups 

may influence the presentation and selection of news items (Cottle, 2000). This power over the 

transfer of information plays a crucial role in creating and spreading stereotypes about social 

groups (Shadid, 2005) because it can affect how people think about social groups. In the next 

section, we will look at the role of the media in the currently existing impressions of Muslims. 

2.2.3 Muslim impressions in the media 

A content analysis by Phalet & Ter Wal (2004) about Muslims and Islam in the 

Netherlands, showed that the representation of Muslims in the news was primarily via ethnic 

categorization. In the study by Phalet & Ter Wal (2004), news articles from the Volkskrant were 

analyzed between 1998 and 2002. News articles not related to religion were also included in the 

study. The study showed, that Muslims were often introduced as members of a particular ethnic 

group. According to Shadid (2005), the media contributes to the negative image of Muslims, 

when they focus on an ethnic division in society. In this way, they emphasize on 'we-versus-

them', and of course, the 'we'-group is characterized as positive and the 'they'-group as negative 

(Shadid, 2005). 

One of the factors that influence the impressions of Muslims in the media is by who 

they are represented in the media. This can affect what information is given about Muslims and 

how this is given. The study by Phalet & Ter Wal (2004) showed that the percentage of native 

Dutch journalists in opinionated articles was very high. Very few messages included statements 

from people who call themselves Muslim. If that was the case, then it concerned messages in 

which they spoke in response to their representation or comment on an Islamic organization 

(Phalet & Ter Wal, 2004). Apparently, the discussion about Muslims is often led by non-Islamic 
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opinion makers. This indicates that Muslims are often represented in the media from an 

outsider’s view (Shadid, 2005).  

Most (32%) of the news articles referred to religion in the study by Phalet en Ter Wal 

(2004). Almost half of all articles were opinionated; this indicates the degree of political 

discussion about this themes. The main topics within the category of religious issues were: 

homosexuality (20%), Islamic schools (15%), headscarves (13%), fundamentalism and 

extremism (10%) (Phalet & Ter Wal, 2004). These five topics together form more than 50% of 

the topics discussed in the category religious issues, for a group that is very diverse as discussed 

in section 1.1.2 on categories within the Muslim group. According to Mamdani (2002), the 

Islamic population is often described in general and simplistic terms by non-Islamic opinion 

makers. How the media displays news about Muslims and Islam, can lead to confirmation and 

reinforcement of prejudices (Shadid, 2005).   

2.2.4 Impressions of Muslims by Dutch people 

In the Netherlands, Muslims are predominantly presented as a threat to national identity 

and culture. Framing ethnic minorities in terms of threats to the nation-state affects the opinion 

of people (Boomgaarden, 2007). Most likely this effects the opinion that people have about 

Muslims as well because, in the previous section on Muslim impressions in the media, it became 

clear that Muslims are primarily represented via ethnic categorization in the news. These effects 

become also apparent in a study by Steeneveld (2014), which showed that one in five in the 

Netherlands, personally feel threatened by Islam. Remarkably, the same study showed that 80% 

of the Dutch population has little or no contact with the Islamic population and that they also do 

not feel the need to (Steeneveld, 2014). This indicates that most of the people that feel threatened 

by Islam do not base this on actual contact with Muslims.  

The possible threats posed by Muslims can be distinguished in realistic and symbolic 

threats (Gonzalez et al., 2008). Realistic threats can be viewed as threats to economic, physical 

and political terms, and symbolic threats are based on perceived group differences in values, 

norms, and beliefs (Gonzalez et al., 2008). In the study by Gonzalez et al. (2008), it became clear 

that the perceived symbolic threat was significantly higher than the realistic threat. The perceived 

symbolic threat and negative stereotypes were associated with Muslim prejudice whereas 

realistic threat was not (Gonzalez et al., 2008). Which indicates that negative stereotypes about 
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Muslims are mostly based on viewing Muslims as a threat to (Western) values and not as 

physical threats.  

2.3 Framing of Muslims 

2.3.1 Framing and the role of news selection 

Framing is defined as selecting “some aspects of a perceived reality and make them 

more salient in a communicating text, in such a way as to promote a particular problem 

definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/ or treatment recommendation for the item 

described” (Entman, 1993, p. 52). Although many researchers have examined the factors that 

extrinsically and intrinsically influence the production and selection of news (e.g., Gans, 1979; 

Shoemaker & Reese, 1996; Tuchman, 1978), no evidence has yet been collected in a systematic 

way, about how the different factors impact the news in terms of framing (Scheufele, 1999). 

There are different factors that may influence how journalists frame a certain issue. According to 

past studies, this could be social norms and values, organizational pressures and constraints, 

pressures of interest groups, journalistic routines, and ideological or political orientations of 

journalists (e.g., Shoemaker & Reese, 1996; Tuchman, 1978).  

2.3.2 Current frames of Muslims 

As discussed in the previous section, journalists frame news through various factors. 

According to that logic, Muslims are also framed in certain ways. In a manual content analysis 

by Van Drunen (2014), Muslim frames by the media were examined. Six months of printed 

media in the Netherlands were analyzed, by looking at the different topics that were discussed, 

the frames that were applied, and whether there were differences regarding various outlets as 

well as between domestic versus foreign news. The news was considered domestic when it was 

published in the domestic news, the place name given with the article was domestic, when the 

main topic of the article was an event in the Netherlands or when Muslims in the Netherlands 

were discussed. The same logic was applied to foreign news. Eight national newspapers were 

included in the subject of research for this study. The time period selected for the study, included 

important events related to Muslims, ensuring media-attention paid to Muslims during that time 

period. The results showed that the coverage of Muslims is mainly framed in terms of problems, 

that Muslims are covered as one group, and that topics such as violence are most often related to 

them (Van Drunen, 2014). This indicates that mainly negative associations, behaviors, and 

characteristics are ascribed to Muslims in the media content. In addition, Muslims are 
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represented differently in the domestic and foreign news. In the foreign news, Muslims are 

viewed as a threat, and in the domestic news, Muslims are presented as being culturally different 

(Van Drunen, 2014). For example, the Islamic culture is often described as restrictive and static 

contrary to the Western culture, which is described as positive, creative and dynamic (Mamdani, 

2002). 

Ruigrok et al. (2017) examined stereotypical frames, also referred to as micro-portraits, 

which is a collection of labels, characteristics, and activities that are attributed in a certain article 

to a group or person, about Muslims in (political) news in the Netherlands. The study showed 

that the news mentioning Muslims is primarily focused on terror, attacks, the ban on entry as 

proclaimed by President Trump and the fighting in Syria. Articles concerning the native Dutch 

people and not Muslims were strongly related to sports, especially football. Where the Dutch are 

discussed in relation to sports, Muslims are mainly associated with attacks and thus with 

negative terms. In the political reporting, there was clearly more attention for Islam and Muslims 

than in the total news according to various media (Ruigrok et al., 2017). They found that the 

political discussion about Muslims and Islam in media is strongly influenced by the PVV 

(Ruigrok et al., 2017), which is a Dutch nationalist and right-wing political party in the 

Netherlands. The party chairman of the PVV often describes Muslims as being radical. 

According to the study by Ruigrok et al. (2017), journalists are quick to quote the party chairman 

of the PVV, and thus publish stereotypical images about Muslims, without having to take the 

responsibility for this. 

Muslims are greatly (+75%) overrepresented as terror suspects, according to a study by 

Dixon & Williams (2015) in which 146 cable and network news programs were sampled that 

aired between 2008 and 2012. The study showed that the narratives about domestic terrorist 

suspects included 81% of Muslims, while during the same time, 6% of the terror suspects were 

actually Muslim (Dixon & Williams, 2015; FBI, 2006). Remarkably, during the same time 

period, white supremacists were even more likely to partake in domestic terrorism than Muslims 

(Dixon & Williams, 2015). This overrepresentation of Muslims as terror suspects in the media 

can negatively influence the impression that people have about Muslims.  

2.3.3 The influence of framing on Muslims 

The fact that Muslims are often framed in the context of violence and conflicts, can 

negatively affect how people feel about Muslims (Van Drunen, 2014). A study by Panagopoulos 
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(2006) showed that Americans have resentment and reservations about Arab and Muslim 

Americans. Other studies have shown, that in general there are unfavorable attitudes towards 

Muslims and Islam (Panagopolous, 2006; Traugott et al., 2002) and found that those attitudes 

originate in broader concerns about terrorism (Huddy et al. 2005), evaluations of racial and 

cultural outgroups (Kalkan, Layman, and Uslaner 2009).  

Muslims are seen as violent and untrustworthy by many Americans, and when thinking 

about the War on Terror, Americans clearly see an enemy identified by religion (Sides & Gross, 

2013). These perceptions of Muslims as violent and untrustworthy are the greatest cause of the 

support for the War on Terror. Which indicate that citizens often rely on their views of social 

groups to form political opinions (Sides & Gross, 2013). In The Netherlands, the perceptions 

about Muslims are not very different. In 2005, the Pew Global Project found that 51% of the 

Dutch participants had unfavorable opinions about Muslims. This strong unfavorable attitude 

towards Muslims, was the strongest in the Netherlands, compared to other Western countries that 

were examined.  

2.3.4 The role of terroristic attacks in the framing of Muslims 

Terroristic attacks committed by attackers with a Muslim background have increased 

lately and those attacks are often linked to the Islamic background of the attackers. According to 

Abrahamian (2003), edited articles about the attacks, in a temporary section in the New York 

Times that appeared every day for four months after the September eleven attacks, are 

illustrative for this. The journalists described the attacks in terms of a 'holy war' and a "fight 

against the West" and posted the events only in a religious framework. A possible political 

background of the attack was completely ignored. Commentators explained that the perpetrators 

were only driven by their desire for martyrdom. Even the supposed hatred of ‘the’ Muslims 

against ‘the’ West was not sought in U.S. foreign policy, but only in the supposed rejection of 

American values of freedom and democracy. This shows that following the September 11 

attacks, U.S. printed media simplified Islam and described developments in the Islamic world in 

terms of terrorism (Mamdani, 2002). In doing so, it causes Western people to automatically 

make a connection between Islam on the one hand and violence and terrorism on the other 

(Azem, 1999; Bulliet, 2003). And people are more likely to identify a crime as terrorism when it 

is committed by a Muslim (West & Lloyd, 2017). 
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Not all terroristic attacks receive equal media attention. Kearns et al. (2017), studied 

news coverage from LexisNexis Academic and CCN.com for all terrorist attacks in the United 

States between 2011 and 2015. They found that attackers with an Islamic background receive 

449% more coverage than other attackers (Kearns et al., 2017). When journalists report more 

about attacks committed by attackers with an Islamic background, compared to attacks 

committed by attackers with a non-Islamic background, it can negatively affect the portrayal of 

Muslims in the media and in the end the image that the media user has about Muslims. The 

disproportionate quantity of news coverage for these attacks, causes people to be afraid of the 

Muslim terrorist (Kearns et al., 2017). The public perception of terrorism would be more realistic 

if the media would cover these attacks in a more representative way (Kearns et al., 2017). Media 

coverage affects how the public learns, understands or thinks about an issue (Jamieson & 

Waldman, 2003). So how people view members of other social groups, can be influenced by 

stereotypical news coverage (Gorham, 2006). Therefore, it is important that journalists are aware 

of the effects of the way they report about Muslims. 

2.3.5 Social media and terroristic attacks 

Besides the traditional media news sources, people also use social media during or after a 

terroristic attack. According to a study by Keim & Noji (2011), social media use is increasing but 

it is still less widespread than traditional media. One of the reasons for this is that social media 

lacks certain checks that traditional media use. Therefore, social media is more likely to spread 

misinformation and rumor (Keim & Noji, 2011). Still, when it comes to access to information on 

disasters, social media sites are the fourth most popular source (The Red Cross, 2009). Social 

media is often used by individuals or social groups to warn others of unsafe places and situations 

(Lindsay, 2011). According to a study by Lindsay (2011), there are several reasons why social 

media use is becoming increasingly popular after disasters have happened. One of the reasons is 

that social media makes accurate information available before, during and after an incident. 

Therefore it can also be used when traditional media, like news, is unavailable. Another reason is 

that technology, in general, is becoming increasingly popular. In the case of disasters, people will 

gradually use social media as their main source of information and news companies will respond 

to this by also using more social media (Lindsay, 2011). It would be interesting to know what the 

effects are of the increased social media use during and after terroristic attacks on framing, but 

not much relevant studies have been done about this.  
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Sawyer and Chen (2012) do discuss stereotypes, which is a form of framing, on social 

media in general. Due to globalization and the developments in telecommunications 

infrastructure, people are able to interact with the global community through the internet. This 

has both positive as well as negative effects on stereotypes. Social media can strengthen and 

weaken stereotypes because some sites help to overcome stereotypes by acknowledging cultural 

differences and inform people that are unfamiliar with certain practices and beliefs, while others 

promote stereotypes by making fun of other cultures (Sawyer & Chen, 2012). 

2.4 Labels 

2.4.1 Different types of labels 

There are several factors that can influence the opinion of people, for example, the labels 

used in communication contexts (Ommundsen et al., 2014). An experimental study by Nelson, 

Clawson, and Oxley (1997) showed that participants reading about a hate group’s rally were 

more likely to express tolerance for the rally if it was presented as a free speech gathering rather 

than a disruption to public order.  

Stereotypes, which often contain a negative connotation as seen in section 1.2 on the 

impressions of Muslims, cause people to label the stereotyped group (The American Oxonian, 

1999). There are different types of labels, and they vary in how broad or narrow they are 

(Anderson, 1991; Rosch et al., 1976). They can range from broad levels; gender, age groups, 

racial and ethnic groups, to more narrow levels like professions (Richards & Hewstone, 2001). 

Labels may also vary in valence. For instance, to refer to Islamic believers one can use different 

labels, like ‘Muslims’ or ‘Mohammedan’ or highly negative labels like ‘Muslim terrorists’. 

These different labels are related to a different mental representation. Labels can also be 

distinguished in their use for individual members of a group or in language to describe their 

behavior (Beukeboom, 2014).  

There are different forms of labels. This can be in generic (e.g., Muslims are …), 

individual (e.g., This Muslim is…), or subtype (e.g., male Muslims) form (Beukeboom & 

Burgers, 2007). Generics generalize both across situations and individuals (Beike & Sherman, 

1994), and directly influence associations between labeled categories and characteristics (e.g., 

Gelman et al., 2010). Category members are less perceived as individuals and associated 

characteristics are more generalized across individuals when the entitativity of a category 

increases (Crawford et al., 2002). Information about an individual is viewed separately from a 
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group, therefore an individual is treated as unique. When someone is viewed as an individual, 

generalizations are not made to a group (Crawford et al., 2002). If concrete language is used for 

an individual, it will less likely result in stereotypic associations (Beike & Sherman, 1994). 

Subtypes refer to a subgroup that is smaller than the broad group (Devine & Baker, 1991; 

Richards & Hewstone, 2001). Subtypes are members of a group who are seen as disconfirming 

to the stereotypes of their group, and thus seen as exceptions to the rule, therefore they are placed 

in a separate subcategory apart from members of the group who do confirm the stereotypes 

(Richards & Hewstone, 2001).  

2.4.2 Labels for Muslims 

There is a perception that international media play a crucial role in creating a relationship 

between Islam and terrorism that leads to the formation of labels on Islam and terrorism (Yusof 

et al., 2013). Minorities, or those seen as deviant from standard cultural norms, are often 

negatively labeled by majorities (Becker, 1973). In the Netherlands, negative labels are 

systematically more attributed to Muslims than to the native Dutch (Ruigrok et al., 2017).  

There are differences between how different newspapers report about and label Islam and 

Muslims, according to a study about the images of Muslims and Islam in Swedish Christian and 

secular news. Liberal and conservative newspapers in Sweden avoid describing Muslims and 

Islam as a threat. While neo-nationalist and fundamentalist journals consistently make 

generalizing assertions and describe Islam and Muslims as violent, irrational and as a danger and 

threat to Christians, the Western world and its democracy (Steiner, 2015). In a journal for the 

Sweden Democrats (SD-Kuriren), 54 percent of the labels denoting Muslims are ambiguous, 

indicating that the journalists generalized to some extent, but avoid using negative labels 

(Steiner, 2015). If the official body for the Sweden Democrats tends to generalize Muslims in 

more than half of the cases, this could indicate that the degree of generalizing of Muslims is 

probably done more by conservatives. Also, it may be that journalists with a democratic view are 

influenced by journalists with a conservative view on this matter. In 62% of the articles in a 

Swedish Christian right-winged newspaper (Världen idag), negative statements were made about 

Muslims by the journalists (Steiner, 2015). This could be a representation of other Christian right 

newspapers in Western countries.  

A study by Gelman et al. (2010) showed that after generics are used, dispositional 

explanations for behaviors are provided, rather than situational. Which indicates that when 
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journalists make generic and negative statements about Muslims, the receivers will assume that 

this negative statement is due to the actions of Muslims themselves and not because of a possible 

other reason. When using generic labels, a description of specific Muslim individual can be 

extended to the rest of the Muslim group. Since Muslims are mainly portrayed in the media as a 

homogeneous group and score high on entitativity and essentialism, expected is that after a 

terroristic attack by someone with an Islamic background, the media will link this attack to the 

Muslim background of the attacker, causing the attack to be generalized to the rest of the Muslim 

group. Which is troublesome, because of the implications this will have for members of the 

Muslim group who did not commit a terroristic attack nor have anything to do with one. 

Journalists look for the unusual and usually report about bad news (Ruigrok et al., 2017). 

News items are picked up by people and are commented on social media. The expectation is that 

after a terrorist attack, journalists and people will be writing more about Muslims and therefore 

the labels for Muslims will also increase. This will lead to the following hypothesis (H1); After 

an attack has been committed by a person with a Muslim background, the use of generic, 

individual and subtype labels for Muslims in the news and on social media will increase 

compared to before the attack.                           

 

Figure 1                                                                                 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

In this study, an automated content analysis will be conducted about three attacks, 

namely in Brussels, Nice and Paris. A time span of four weeks will be twice included; four 

weeks before and four weeks after the attacks have taken place. News articles and social media 

messages will be analyzed in the same way. The focus will be on the news articles and social 

media messages in the Netherlands.       

  

Frequency: 
 - Generic labels 
 - Individual labels 
 - Subtype labels 
  

Period of attack 

Frequency: 
 - Generic labels 
 - Individual labels 
 - Subtype labels 
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3. Method 

In this chapter, I will explain the content analysis, the data collection and the 

operationalization of this research, including the reliability and analysis plan. In order to 

correctly answer the hypothesis, which is whether the use of the different (generic, individual 

and subtype) labels have increased after the attacks. 

3.1 Selection of attacks 

A selection of three attacks was made, that were examined in this study. In this study, the 

focus will be on the attacks that were committed in Brussels (March 2016), Nice (July 2016) and 

Paris (November 2015), because these attacks are comparable in size, and have happened in 

European countries near the Netherlands. To ensure there is no overlap between the attacks, a 

sufficient time period has been taken into consideration between the attacks. Below is an 

overview of the attacks that took place after the September eleven attacks: 

Table 1. Overview attacks in Europe since the September eleven attacks: 

Date: Place: Attacker(s): Victims: 
March 11, 2004 Madrid, Spain 8 attackers died, 4 

attackers convicted 
191 victims died, 2050 
victims injured 

November 2, 
2004 

Amsterdam, 
Netherlands 

1 attacker convicted 1 victim died 

July 7, 2005 London, United 
Kingdom 

4 attackers died 56 victims died 

March 11, 15 & 
19, 2012 

Toulouse & 
Montauban, 
France 

1 attacker passed died 7 victims died 

May 22, 2013 London, United 
Kingdom 

2 attackers convicted 1 victim died 

May 24, 2014 Brussels, Belgium 1 attacker convicted 4 victims died 
 

January 7, 2015 Paris, France 2 attackers died 12 victims died, 11 victims 
injured 

February 14-15, 
2015 

Copenhagen, 
Denmark 

1 attacker died 2 victims died, 5 victims 
injured 

August 21, 2015 Arras, France 1 attacker arrested 3 victims injured 
November 13, 
2015 

Paris, France 7 attackers died, 1 
attacker arrested  

130 victims died, more 
than 350 victims injured 

March 22, 2016 Brussels, Belgium 3 attackers died, 2 
attackers arrested 

32 victims died,  
approximately 340 victims 
injured 

June 28, 2016 Istanbul, Turkey 3 attackers died 45 victims died, 239 
victims injured 
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July 14, 2016 Nice, France 1 attacker died 86 victims died, 434 
victims injured 

                                                                                                          Metronieuws, 2016 

3.2 Data collection 

To answer the research questions and to test the hypothesis, automatic content analyses 

were conducted with The Amsterdam Content Analysis Toolkit (AmCAT) (Van Atteveldt et al., 

2014). AmCAT is a computer infrastructure tool that can be used for media analyses.  

News articles were obtained from AmCAT and some of the largest national newspapers 

from the Netherlands were selected: De Volkskrant, NRC Handelsblad, De Telegraaf, Trouw, 

Algemeen Dagblad, Metro and Het Financieele Dagblad. For the news articles (as well as for the 

social media data), a time span of four weeks was twice included; four weeks before and four 

weeks after the attacks took place. A separate article set was created for each attack in AmCAT. 

Coosto was used first for the social media messages, which is a social media 

management software. Facebook and Twitter were selected for the social media messages in 

Coosto. To obtain the relevant social media messages about Muslims from Coosto, the following 

words were entered in the search filter: moslim* OR Islam* OR moskee* OR Mohammeda* OR 

Koran*. In the filter, the Posts and comments, all Sentiments (positive, negative and neutral) and 

all Genders (male, female and neutral) were selected. Under media, images and videos were 

deselected. Since the news data was already selected in AmCAT, the Facebook and Twitter 

accounts owned by newspapers and news sources were deselected in Coosto (see attachment B). 

A time span of four weeks was twice included; four weeks before and four weeks after the 

attacks took place. Since it is only possible to export 10.000 articles at a time from Coosto to 

Excel, data selections were made in chronological order, to fit in 10.000 articles for each 

exportation. Different time periods were selected, depending on the amount of news in a period 

of time. Since the news articles increased massively just after an attack, the time periods of the 

data exportation had to be shortened in those moments. The days and times were precisely 

recorded in a data file (see Attachment F). The exportation was done by clicking on ‘Messages’, 

‘Export’, ‘Comma-separated values’ and then ‘Enter’. After all social media messages were 

downloaded as CSV files, the data was uploaded in AmCAT in article sets for each attack 

separately. 

Afterwards, all search terms per type of label were filled in the Query per article set in 

AmCAT. The results of the Queries were downloaded to Excel files. In Excel, all columns were 
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selected and the data was sorted from oldest to newest. Then, a new variable was created named; 

‘VoorenNa’ (referring to before and after the attack). All data for the attacks received a ‘0’ and 

all data after the attacks received a ‘1’. To determine whether the data is categorized as before or 

after the attack(s), the day of the attack was taken as a line, for the news. Because newspapers 

often publish on a daily basis. For the social media data, this was determined on the basis of the 

time of the attack, therefore it differed per attack. The attack in Brussels took place in the 

morning ( around 08.00 AM), so the day after the attack and onwards was considered as after the 

attack. The attacks in Nice and Paris both took place in the evening (around 22.45 PM in Nice 

and 21.25 PM in Paris), so the day after the attacks was considered as after the attack. Also, 

because it usually takes some time before journalists arrive at the place of the attack and for 

people to read the news, after which they can post or tweet on social media. At last, the Excel 

files were imported to SPSS, so that the static tests on the data could be performed for the 

analysis. 

3.2.1 Article sets 

An article set is a collection of documents, wherein a search can be carried out. An 

article set consists of a collection of articles in AmCAT, containing news articles or social media 

messages. Each of the article sets have their own ID number. The article set ID’s in AmCAT for 

the article sets containing news data concerning the attacks in Brussels, Nice, and Paris are 

respectively: article set ID 36180 which contains 36959 articles, article set ID 36181 which 

contains 33919 articles, and article set ID 36182 which contains 38224 articles. The article set 

ID’s in AmCAT for the article sets containing social media data concerning the attacks in 

Brussels, Nice, and Paris are respectively: article set ID 36528 which contains 573901 articles, 

article set ID 36529 which contains 534109 articles, and article set ID 36530 which contains 

617804 articles. The article sets were used to compose the search terms for the different types of 

labels. Based on those search terms, the article sets were also used to see if there is an increase of 

the different labels in the news and on social media after the attacks took place. 

3.2.2 Search terms development 

Several search terms were composed for the generic, individual and subtype labels for 

Muslims. The purpose of the search term development was to compose comprehensive search 

terms that refer to Muslims, which can be categorized under generic, individual or subtype 
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labels. Eventually, these labels would be compared before and after an attack, to see if they have 

increased.  

The search terms were developed by analyzing social media data and news articles 

concerning Muslims. This was done by selecting an article set and entering ‘Moslim*’ in the 

Query. De option ‘Keyword in context’ was selected, under ‘Output options’ and then ‘Article 

list’, so that the words before and after ‘Moslim’ would be visible. If those words were suitable 

for one of the categories of the different labels, they were included in the search terms list. For 

this, all news articles in the article sets were analyzed. With regard to the social media messages, 

there were approximately more than 200.000 results per article set in total. Due to this large 

quantity, 10.000 social media messages per article set were analyzed. No quantity had been 

predetermined for the list containing search terms. In addition, a couple of websites were used 

that contain commonly used descriptions for Muslims or descriptions of people in general (see 

attachment G). The websites also contain descriptions of feelings, (physical) characteristics, 

countries, and quantifiers. These (general) descriptions were changed to applicable search terms 

for Muslims. Especially descriptions corresponding to frequently used descriptions for Muslims 

in the Dutch news (e.g. radical Muslim is used more often than soft-hearted Muslim in the news) 

were added to the search terms list. This enabled to efficiently add search terms to the list (see 

attachment A), and to achieve a comprehensive result when searching for the terms for the 

different types of labels. 

3.2.3 Labels 

The labels are categorized into three groups: generic, individual and subtype labels. 

Generic labels are descriptions of the Muslim group in general. Individual labels refer to 

descriptions of Muslim individuals that are viewed separately from the group. Subtype labels 

refer to a subgroup within the Muslim group that is smaller than the broad group. This can be 

based on their physical appearances, personal characteristics, country of origin or their persona. 

Quantifiers were also used to refer to Muslims within the different label categories. 

3.3 Type of content analysis 

To answer the research questions and to test the hypothesis, an automatic content 

analysis was conducted with The Amsterdam Content Analysis Toolkit (AmCAT) (Van 

Atteveldt et al., 2014). An advantage of an automated content analysis is that computers are able 

to quickly and count well (Atteveldt et al., 2014). AmCAT is a computer infrastructure tool that 
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can be used for media analyses. Amcat was both used for the news and social media data, with 

the help of Boolean search terms. Coosto, which is a social media management software, was 

also used for the social media data.  

3.4 Operationalization 

The frequency usage of the generic, individual and subtype labels, which are the 

dependent variables, before the attack(s) was compared to after the attack(s), to get a better 

picture of the increase of labels in the news articles and in the social media messages. These 

different time periods, namely before and after the attack (variable ‘VoorenNa’), is the 

independent variable. The results of this can be found in the results chapter. 

3.5 Reliability 

To measure the reliability of the search terms for the automatic content analysis, the 

precision and recall were calculated. According to Van Atteveldt et al. (2014), precision refers to 

the correctly recognized positive results, which are found with the search terms. Recall refers to 

the results which measure the searched concept and are actually found. For the reliability 

analysis, separate article sets were created from the already existing article sets containing news 

and social media messages. For the news articles, the descriptions of Muslims were analyzed per 

label, because news articles can be quite long and therefore can contain several descriptions (or 

labels) for Muslims. In contrast to social media messages, which are usually short messages. 

Therefore, the analysis of the social media messages is done per article. Duplicated articles in the 

article sets were all analyzed because those duplicates also occur in the original article sets. First 

I will be explained how the data has been prepared for the precision and recall and then the 

percentages of the precision and recall will be portrayed in tables.  

Data preparation for the precision 

For the precision, the article sets exist of news articles and social media messages from a 

couple of days or weeks after the attacks took place, as these are the periods wherein Muslims 

were covered mostly in the news and on social media. All articles were analyzed in the article 

sets for the precision of the news data. The time periods that were taken into account after an 

attack differed because the number of social media messages and news articles after each attack 

differed as well. In this way, the precision analysis could be performed on a comparable amount 

of articles (per medium) for each attack. The different periods for the precision analysis are 

specified below: 
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For the generic labels regarding the news articles about Nice and Paris, a period of three 

days starting from the day of the attacks, were taken into account. For Nice, this is from the 14th 

till the 17th of July ’16 (article set ID 37163 which contains 12 articles), and for Paris, this is 

from the 13th till the 16th of November ’15 (article set ID 37161 which contains 11 articles). For 

Brussels, it is two days starting from the day of the attack, from the 22nd till the 24th of March 

’16 (article set ID 37165 which contains 24 articles). 

For the individual labels regarding the news articles about Nice and Paris, both a period 

of one week starting from the day of the attack was taken into account. For Nice, this is from the 

14th till the 21st of July ’16 (article set ID 37155 which contains 16 articles). For Paris, this is 

from the 13th till the 20th of November ’15 (article set ID 37152 which contains 19 articles). For 

Brussels, a period of two weeks after the attack took place, is taken into account. Which is from 

the 22nd of March till the 5th of April ’16 (article set ID 37158 which contains 12 articles). 

For the subtype labels regarding the news articles about the attacks in Nice and in Paris, 

a period of four days starting from the day of the attacks, was taken into account. For Nice, this 

is from the 14th till the 18th of July ’16 (article set id 38601 which contains 24 articles), and for 

Paris, this is from the 13th till the 17th of November ’15 (article set ID 37167 which contains 36 

articles). For Brussels, it is three days starting from the day of the attack, from the 22nd till the 

25th of March ’16 (article set ID 38603 which contains 29 articles).  

For the social media messages, the precision analyses were conducted on the social 

media messages posted and tweeted a day after the attacks. The first 30 articles of the first 100 

articles shown per attack, were analyzed for the precision. Below, the article set id’s and quantity 

of articles will be given for these article sets. 

The article set ID’s for the generic labels regarding the attacks in Brussels, Nice and 

Paris, are respectively: 37166 (which contains 2970 articles), 37164 (which contains 2194 

articles) and 37162 (which contains 6303 articles). 

The article set ID’s for the individual labels regarding the attacks in Brussels, Nice, and 

Paris, are respectively: 37159 (which contains 845 articles), 37156 (which contains 1058 articles) 

and 37154 (which contains 1300 articles).  

The article set ID’s for the subtype labels regarding the attacks in Brussels, Nice, and 

Paris, are respectively: 38604 (which contains 1310 articles), 38602 (which contains 1234 

articles) and 37168 (which contains 3773 articles). 
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Data preparation for the recall 

Separate article sets were also created to measure the recall. In each of the already 

existing article sets, the following search terms were entered: moslim* OR islam* OR moskee* 

OR mohammeda* OR Koran*. Thus the articles were collected in which the previously 

mentioned terms occur, resulting in only the relevant articles, which was saved as a new set. The 

search terms per type of label (in parentheses, without the identifiers #) were entered in the query 

in these new article sets, with NOT before the search terms. With the help of the Summary 

function, it was possible to see what the search terms did not find. In this queries, the 

descriptions of Muslims (by searching on Moslim, Moskee and Islam) that occurred in the first 

10 articles, were analyzed for the recall of the news data. As for the social media data, this was 

done per article, as previously explained in the introduction of the reliability section. 

Article sets for the recall 

For the news data concerning the attack in Brussels, the article set with only the relevant 

subjects contains 1460 articles (article set ID 38505). Generic labels occur in 170 of the articles 

and in 1290 articles they do not occur. Individual labels occur in 64 of the articles and in 1396 

articles they do not occur. Subtype labels occur in 224 of the articles and in 1236 articles they do 

not occur. 

For the news data concerning the attack in Nice, the article set with only the relevant 

subjects contains 1533 articles (article set ID 38505). Generic labels occur in 124 of the articles 

and in 1409 articles they do not occur. Individual labels occur in 60 of the articles and in 1473 

articles they do not occur. Subtype labels occur in 226 of the articles and in 1307 articles they do 

not occur. 

For the news data concerning the attack in Paris, the article set with only the relevant 

subjects contains 1978 articles (article set ID 38513). Generic labels occur in 213 of the articles 

and in 1765 articles they do not occur. Individual labels occur in 79 of the articles and in 1899 

articles they do not occur. Subtype labels occur in 340 of the articles and in 1638 articles they do 

not occur. 

For the social media data concerning the attack in Brussels, the article set with only the 

relevant subjects contains 530257 articles (article set ID 38517). Generic labels occur in 37009 

of the articles and in 493248 articles they do not occur. Individual labels occur in 12826 of the 
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articles and in 517431 articles they do not occur. Subtype labels occur in 21473 of the articles 

and in 508784 articles they do not occur. 

For the social media data concerning the attack in Nice, the article set with only the 

relevant subjects contains 489209 articles (article set ID 38518). Generic labels occur in 24997 

of the articles and in 464212 articles they do not occur. Individual labels occur in 12954 of the 

articles and in 476255 articles they do not occur. Subtype labels occur in 18997 of the articles 

and in 470212 articles they do not occur. 

For the social media data concerning the attack in Paris, the article set with only the 

relevant subjects contains 578339 articles (article set ID 38519). Generic labels occur in 38391 

of the articles and in 539948 articles they do not occur. Individual labels occur in 15725 of the 

articles and in 562614 articles they do not occur. Subtype labels occur in 25900 of the articles 

and in 552439 articles they do not occur. 

Table overview 

The percentages of the precision and recall for the different types of labels in news and 

social media messages are shown below in the tables: 
Table 2. Overview of the precision and recall calculations for the Generic, Individual and Subtype labels in 

news articles regarding the attacks in Brussels, Nice, and Paris.  

Label Generic label Individual label Subtype label 

City Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall 

Brussels  92% 79% 100% 86% 100% 94% 

Nice 92% 85% 88% 78% 96% 74% 

Paris 91% 48% 100% 100% 100% 97% 

Average 92% 71% 96% 88% 99% 84% 
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Table 3. Overview of the precision and recall calculations for the Generic, Individual and Subtype labels in 

social media messages regarding the attacks in Brussels, Nice, and Paris. 

Label Generic label Individual label Subtype label 

City Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall 

Brussels  93% 93% 87% 100% 100% 94% 

Nice 100% 100% 77% 92% 100% 91% 

Paris 93% 100% 93% 100% 90% 84% 

Average 95% 98% 86% 97% 97% 90% 

 

The precision as well as the recalls are high for the search terms and therefore indicate 

that the search terms for the different types of labels are reliable. The calculations can be found 

in Attachment C. 
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4. Results 

This chapter will discuss the empirical part of the study about the frequency of the 

different labels before the attack(s) compared to after the attack(s). First, the descriptive statistics 

will be shown with the help of graphs. Second, the hypothesis will be tested and the results will 

be displayed so that the research question can be answered. 

4.1 Descriptive analysis 

For the descriptive analyses, the search terms for the different labels were entered in the 

Query per attack in AmCAT, for social media and news separately. The following selections 

were made in AmCAT under 'Output options' and then 'Graph/Table': ‘X-axis (rows)’ was put on 

'Date', ‘Y-axis (columns)’ was put on 'Term', ‘Interval’ on 'Day' and ‘Output type’ on 'Line plot’. 

The graphs do not contain the news and social media data together because the number of 

articles between these two differs significantly. This would cause the trends for social media 

(and not for the news) to become clearly visible in the graphs. The line plot graphs are shown 

below: 
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Figure 2. News articles containing Generic, Individual and Subtype labels regarding the Brussels attack on 

March 22, 2016 

 
                                                                                       Obtained from AmCAT, on July 23, 2017 

 
There are relatively two big and three small peaks visible before the attack in Brussels 

took place on March 22, 2016. Just after the attack, the news articles containing generic labels 

show a high rise. Which indicates that Muslims were quite generalized in the news during the 

attack in Brussels. Remarkably at the same time, there were no news articles referring to 

Muslims as individuals. And half as much news articles containing subtype labels, compared to 

the generic labels. After the peak, there are four other big peaks and smaller ones visible, often 

containing more subtype labels. 
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Figure 3. News articles containing Generic, Individual and Subtype labels regarding the Nice attack on July 

14, 2016 

 
                                                                                   Obtained from AmCAT, on July 23, 2017 

 
Before the attack in Nice on July 14, 2016, there are two peaks visible consisting of 

generic and subtype labels. Furthermore, there are also other peaks before the attack, that are 

approximately evenly distributed. During the attack, there is a high rise of news articles visible. 

A couple of days after the attack there are also other rises visible, mostly containing subtype 

labels. Throughout the whole period, and especially after the attack, the subtype label group is 

the largest group. Which indicates that after the attack in Nice, Muslims were labeled mostly as a 

group of people consisting of subgroups in news articles.  
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Figure 4. News articles containing Generic, Individual and Subtype labels regarding the Paris attack on 

November 13, 2015 

 
                                                                                               Obtained from AmCAT, on July 23, 2017 
 

Before the attack in Paris on November 13, 2015, the number of articles is evenly 

distributed with a couple of outliers consisting of mostly subtype labels. After the attack, the 

news articles show several rises also mostly consisting of subtype labels. There were 

considerably fewer articles before the attack, compared to after the attack. Throughout the whole 

period and especially after the attacks, the subtype label group is the most common group. This 

indicates that after the attack in Paris on November 13, 2015, Muslims were labeled mostly as a 

group of peoples consisting of subtypes in news articles. 
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Figure 5. Social media messages containing Generic, Individual and Subtype labels regarding the Brussels 

attack on March 22, 2016 

 
                                                                                               Obtained from AmCAT, on July 23, 2017 
 

Before the attack in Brussels on the 22nd of March in 2016, the social media messages 

about Muslims were very constant and approximately equal for the different types of labels. 

During the peak, the generic label group is the largest group, far exceeding the social media 

messages containing the other types of labels. After the attack, the social media messages 

containing generic labels are the most common again.  
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Figure 6. Social media messages containing Generic, Individual and Subtype labels regarding the Nice attack 

on July 14, 2016 

 
                                                                                                               Obtained from AmCAT, on July 23, 2017 
 

Before the attack in Nice on the 14th of July in 2016, the social media messages about 

Muslims are relatively constant with a couple of outliers consisting of generic and subtype 

labels. After the attack and during the highest peak, social media messages consisting generic 

labels for Muslims are most common. Which indicates that Muslims were generalized on social 

media after the attack in Nice. After the attack, there are some smaller peaks visible, consisting 

mostly of generic labels and once with individual labels.  
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Figure 7. Social media messages containing Generic, Individual and Subtype labels regarding the Paris attack 

on November 13, 2015 

 
                                                                                              Obtained from AmCAT, on July 23, 2017 
 

Before the attack in Paris on the 13th of November in 2015, the amount of social media 

messages consisting generic, individual and subtype labels for Muslims are very consistent and 

approximately equal between the different labels. After the attack and during the peak, there is 

an immense rise of social media messages containing mostly generic labels. Both before and 

after the attack, the social media messages containing generic labels for Muslims are most 

common. Which indicates that Muslims were generalized on social media after the attack in 

Paris. Social media messages containing individuals labels for Muslims form the smallest group. 
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4.2 Hypothesis testing with Mixed ANOVA’s 

In order to test the hypothesis, Mixed ANOVA’s were conducted in SPSS to examine 

whether the frequency usage of the different labels increases in the news and on social media 

after the attacks. The Mixed ANOVA’s were conducted for each attack and for the news and 

social media separately, which resulted in six Mixed ANOVA’s.  

This was conducted by clicking on Analyze, General Linear Model, Repeated Measures.  

The Within-subject factor name is Labels and the three different levels, which are the generic, 

individual and subtype labels, are added. By clicking on Define, the generic, individual and 

subtype labels, which are the dependent variables, were transferred to the Within-subjects 

variables box. The independent variable, which is the time period before or after the attack is 

transferred to the Between-subjects factor(s) box. The contrast for the labels was changed into 

Difference. Display means was selected for all factors under Options. The main effects were 

compared with confidence interval adjustment Bonferroni, after which an adjustment was made 

in the syntax to compare the labels before and after the attack. The following options were 

selected under display: descriptive statistics, estimates of effect size and homogeneity tests. In 

this way, the following hypothesis was tested (H1): After an attack has been committed by a 

person with a Muslim background, the use of generic, individual and subtype labels for Muslims 

in the news and on social media will increase compared to before the attack. 
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4.2.1 News 

Below is a table with the mean (M), standard deviation (SD) and number (n) of generic, 

individual and subtype labels for Muslims in news articles, before and after the attacks. 

Notes:  
 n₁ represents the total of number articles per article set, divided into before and after the attacks.  
 n₂ represents the number of articles in which the different labels occur per article set, divided into before 

and after.  
 % represents the percentage of articles in which the different labels occur in all of the article sets, also 

divided into before and after.  
 According to AmCAT, the different labels together occur in 1516 article, of which 507 articles (33.4%) 

contain generic labels, 203 articles (13.4%) contain individual labels and 806 articles (53.2%) contain 
subtype labels. 

 Means with different subscript (a, b) in columns, separate per place of attack, are significantly different 
according to comparison tests with Bonferroni correction. 

 
Analyses of the different labels for Muslims in the news regarding the attack in Brussels 

The Mauchly test shows that the assumption of sphericity was violated, χ (2) = 48.01, p = 

.00, therefore the number of degrees of freedom Greenhouse-Geisser (ε = .89) has been 

corrected. The results show that the use of labels differed significantly, F(1.79, 679.07) = 57.52, 

p = .00. There was a significant interaction effect between the labels before and after the attack 

in Brussels, F(1.79, 679.07) = 3.70, p = .03, which causes H1 to be accepted in this case. This 

means that there was a significant change in the use of generic, individual and subtype labels 

after the attack compared to before the attack.  

Contrasts show that the generic labels and the individual labels differed significantly F(1, 

380) = 53.13, p = .00, and that the individual and subtype labels also differed significantly F(1, 

380) = 59.66, p = .00 after the attack compared to before the attack. The contrasts with 

Table 4. Significance level (p), mean (M), standard deviation (SD) and number (n) of generic, individual 
and subtype labels for Muslims in news articles, before and after the attacks in Brussels, Nice, and Paris 
 

                                                                Type of label 
         Generic                   Individual             Subtype 
PLC. Before/

After 
attack  

  n₁        n₂           %                  M        SD          M        SD M                SD            

Brus. Before  
After 

18751   155      .82%    
18208   227    1.25%  

             0.50a      0.86     
0.82b    
1.20                                                           

0.21a 
0.18a                                    

 0.41 
 0.50   

   1.07a 
   1.01a 

1.24                  
1.65 

 
     

 
  

Nice 
 
Paris 
 

Before  
After 
Before 
After             

17613   128    0.73%  
16306   218    1.33%  
18991   134      .71%  
19233   377    1.96%  

 
 
       
                   

0.50a    0.75 

0.41a     0.61                                 
0.32a    0.48 

0.65b      0.92                            

0.19a  
0.21a                                 
0.23a 
0.18a                                

 0.47 
 0.49 
 0.49 
 0.48  

1.26a  
1.08a 
1.21a 
1.21a 

1.47 
1.18 
1.30 
1.43 
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interaction effect show that the generic labels and the individual labels differed significantly F(1, 

380) = 7.59, p = .01, and that the individual and subtype labels did not differ significantly F(1, 

380) = 1.80, p = .18.  

The pairwise comparisons show that the generic labels increased significantly p = .00 

after the Brussels attack, with a mean difference of .33. The individual labels decreased after the 

attack with a mean difference of -.03, however, this decrease was not significant p = .59. The 

subtype labels also decreased after the attack with a mean difference of -.06, and the decrease 

was not significant p = .69. 

Analyses of the different labels for Muslims in the news regarding the attack in Nice 

The Mauchly test showed that the assumption of sphericity was violated, χ (2) = 142.69, 

p = .00, therefore the number of degrees of freedom Greenhouse-Geisser (ε = .75) has been 

corrected. The results show that the use of labels differed significantly, F(1.49, 513.31) = 94.91, 

p = .00. There was not a significant interaction effect between the labels before and after the 

attack in Nice, F(1.49, 513.31) = .97, p = .36, which causes H1 to be rejected in this case. This 

means that there was not a significant change in the use of generic, individual and subtype labels 

after the attack compared to before the attack. 

Contrasts show that the generic labels and the individual labels differed significantly F(1, 

344) = 29.76, p = .00 and that the individual and subtype labels also differed significantly F(1, 

344) = 112.18, p = .00. The contrasts with interaction effect show that the generic labels and the 

individual labels did not differ significantly F(1, 344) = 1.38, p = .24 and that the individual and 

subtype labels also did not differ significantly F(1, 344) = 0.87, p = .35, before and after the 

attack.  

The pairwise comparisons show that the generic labels decreased after the Nice attack 

with a mean difference of -.09 and the decrease was not significant p = .24. The individual labels 

increased with a mean difference of .02, however, the increase was not significant p = .66. The 

subtype labels decreased with a mean difference of -.18, and the decrease was not significant p = 

.21. 

Analyses of the different labels for Muslims in the news regarding the attack in Paris 

The Mauchly test showed that the assumption of sphericity was violated, χ (2) = 251.15, 

p = .00, therefore the number of degrees of freedom Greenhouse-Geisser (ε = .72) has been 

corrected. The results show that the use of labels differed significantly, F(1.44, 732.35) = 101.72, 
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p = .00. There was a significant interaction effect between the labels before and after the attack 

in Paris, F(1.44, 732.35) = 3.93, p = .03, which causes H1 to be accepted in this case. This means 

that there was a significant change in the use of generic, individual and subtype labels after the 

attack compared to before the attack. 

Contrasts show that the generic labels and the individual labels differed significantly F(1, 

509) = 36.67, p = .00 and that the individual and subtype labels also differed significantly F(1, 

509) = 118.01, p = .00. The contrasts with interaction effect show that the generic labels and the 

individual labels differed significantly F(1, 509) = 16.94, p = .00 and that the individual and 

subtype labels did not differ significantly F(1, 509) = .67, p = .41, before and after the attack.  

The pairwise comparisons show that the generic labels increased significantly p = .00 after the 

attack, with a mean difference of .33. The individual labels decreased with a mean difference of -

.05, however, this decrease was not significant p = .27. The subtype labels increased with a mean 

difference of .01, but this increase was not significant p = .97. 

4.2.2 Social media 

Below is a table with the mean (M), standard deviation (SD) and number (n) of generic, 

individual and subtype labels for Muslims in social media messages, before and after the attacks. 

 
Notes:  

 n₁ represents the total of number articles per article set divided into before and after the attacks.  
 n₂ represents the number of articles in which the different labels occur per article set, divided into before 

and after.  
 % represents the percentage of articles in which the different labels occur in all of the article sets, also 

divided into before and after. 
 According to AmCAT, the different labels together occur in 208393 article, of which 100397 articles 

(48.2%) contain generic labels, 41505 articles (19.9%) contain individual labels and 66491 articles (31.9%) 
contain subtype labels. 

 Means with different subscript (a, b) in columns, separate per place of attack, are significantly different 
according to comparison tests with Bonferroni correction. 

Table 5.  Significance level (p), mean (M), standard deviation (SD) and number (n) of generic, 
individual and subtype labels for Muslims in social media messages, before and after the attacks in 
Brussels, Nice, and Paris 

                                                                              Type of label 
                Generic           Individual           Subtype 
PLC.  Before/After  n₁ 

attack   
  n₂     %         M         SD    M      SD  M       SD        

Brus. Before       208954 
After         364947 

21973 
45372 

10.52% 
12.43% 

 0.56a 
0.62b    

0.62  
0.62   

0.27a    
0.21b     

0.60    0.34a    
0.53    0.36b    

0.54 
0.62  

  

Nice    
 
Paris       

Before       201723 
After         332386 
Before       203165 
After         414639             

19259  
35143 
20133 
54308 

  9.55% 
10.57% 
  9.91% 
13.10%                       

 0.51a  
0.49b 
0.51a 
0.59b   

0.65 
0.60 
0.62 
0.63 

0.31a    
0.29b     
0.30a    
0.23b     

0.70    0.41a    
0.58    0.38b    
0.58    0.37a         
0.54    0.39b    

0.60 
0.55 
0.59 
0.57 
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Analyses of the different labels for Muslims on social media regarding the attack in Brussels 

The Mauchly test showed that the assumption of sphericity was violated, χ (2) = 2019.79, 

p = .00, therefore the number of degrees of freedom Greenhouse-Geisser (ε = .97) has been 

corrected. The results show that the use of labels differed significantly, F(1.94, 130820.56) = 

4172.84, p = .00. There was a significant interaction effect between the labels before and after 

the attack in Brussels, F(1.94, 130820.56) = 117.96, p = .00. which causes H1 to be accepted in 

this case. This means that there was a significant change in the use of generic, individual and 

subtype labels after the attack compared to before the attack. 

Contrasts show that the generic labels and the individual labels differed significantly F(1, 

67343) = 8198.05, p = .00 and that the individual and subtype labels also differed significantly 

F(1, 67343) = 369.68, p = .00. The contrasts with interaction effect show that the generic labels 

and the individual labels differed significantly F(1, 67343) = 227.80, p = .00 and that the 

individual and subtype labels also differed significantly F(1, 67343) = 16.55, p = .00, before and 

after the attack.  

The pairwise comparisons show that the generic labels increased significantly p = .00 

after the attack, with a mean difference of .05. The individual labels decreased significantly p = 

.00, with a mean difference of -.06. And the subtype labels increased significantly p = .00, with a 

mean difference of .02. 

 

Analyses of the different labels for Muslims on social media regarding the attack in Nice 

The Mauchly test showed that the assumption of sphericity was violated, χ (2) = 168.10, 

p = .00, therefore the number of degrees of freedom Greenhouse-Geisser (ε = 1.00) has been 

corrected. The results show that the use of labels differed significantly, F(1.99, 108465.34) = 

1053.25, p < .00. There was not a significant interaction effect between the labels before and 

after the attack in Nice, F(1.99, 108465.34) = .51, p = .60, which causes H1 to be rejected in this 

case. This means that there was not a significant change in the use of generic, individual and 

subtype labels after the attack compared to before the attack. 

Contrasts show that the generic labels and the individual labels differed significantly F(1, 

54400) = 2072.73, p = .00 and that the individual and subtype labels did not differ significantly 

F(1, 54400) = 3.81, p = .05. The contrasts with interaction effect show that the generic labels and 

the individual labels did not differ significantly F(1, 54400) = .32 p = .57 and that the individual 
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and subtype labels also did not differ significantly F(1, 54400) = .70, p = .40, before and after the 

attack.  

The pairwise comparisons show that the generic labels decreased significantly p = .00 

after the attack, with a mean difference of -.02. The individual labels decreased significantly p = 

.00, with a mean difference of -.02. And the subtype labels also decreased significantly p = .00, 

with a mean difference of -.03. 

 

Analyses of the different labels for Muslims on social media regarding the attack in Paris 

The Mauchly test showed that the assumption of sphericity was violated, χ (2) = 1833.65, 

p = .00, therefore the number of degrees of freedom Greenhouse-Geisser (ε = .98) has been 

corrected. The results show that the use of labels differed significantly, F(1.95, 145341.51) = 

2637, p < .00. There was a significant interaction effect between the labels before and after the 

attack in Paris, F(1.95, 145341.51) = 191.44, p = .00, which causes H1 to be accepted in this 

case. This means that there was a significant change in the use of generic, individual and subtype 

labels after the attack compared to before the attack. 

Contrasts show that the generic labels and the individual labels differed significantly F(1, 

74439) = 5408.42, p = .00 and that the individual and subtype labels also differed significantly 

F(1, 74439) = 62.89, p = .00. The contrasts with interaction effect show that the generic labels 

and the individual labels differed significantly F(1, 74439) = 387.10 p = .00 and that the 

individual and subtype labels also differed significantly F(1, 74439) = 9.71, p = .00, before and 

after the attack.  

The pairwise comparisons show that the generic labels increased significantly p = .00 

after the attack, with a mean difference of .08. The individual labels decreased significantly p = 

.00, with a mean difference of -.08. And the subtype labels increased significantly p = .00, with a 

mean difference of .02. 
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Overall, H1 (After an attack has been committed by a person with a Muslim background, 

the use of generic, individual and subtype labels for Muslims in the news and on social media 

will increase compared to before the attack) can be answered negatively because only in six of 

the eighteen cases there were significant increases of the labels after the attacks. These are the 

generic labels in news and social media messages concerning the attacks in Brussels and in Paris 

and the subtype labels in social media messages concerning the attacks in Brussels and in Paris. 

In five of the eighteen cases, there was a significant decrease: for the generic labels in social 

media messages concerning the Nice attack, for the individual labels in social media messages 

regarding all the attacks and for the subtype labels in social media messages regarding the Nice 

attack. Remarkably, the significant differences mainly occur in the social media data. 

There were five decreases, however, these were insignificant, for the generic labels in 

news articles regarding the Nice attack, for the individual labels in the news articles regarding 

the Brussels and Paris attack and for the subtype labels in news articles regarding the attacks in 

Brussels and Nice. For the individual labels in the news articles regarding the Nice attack, and 

for the subtype labels in the news articles regarding the Paris attack, there were increases, 

however, these were insignificant. 
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5. Conclusion  

In this chapter, a summary of the results will be given and the results will be interpreted 

in light of previously discussed literature.  

Terroristic attacks are extensively reported about in the news and journalists often try to 

give a portrayal of the attacker. They focus on aspects such as whether the attacker belongs to a 

specific minority group and on possible religious reasons the attacker could have had for 

committing such a deed. Focusing solely on religious motives can impact the image that people 

have of other members of that minority religion. If other factors are not taken into consideration, 

such as possible political motives or the mental state of the attacker, the media could possibly be 

attributing the violent act to the religion of the group where the attacker considers himself to 

belong to. This corresponds to previous studies that argue that terroristic attacks are mainly 

framed in a religious framework (Abrahamian, 2003).  

If journalists report this way, this can influence how people view the rest of the Muslim 

group. This study attempted to research this by comparing the use of different types of labels 

before and after three recent attacks. The labels in this study are categorized into three groups: 

generic, individual and subtype labels. Generic labels are descriptions of the Muslim group in 

general. Individual labels refer to descriptions of Muslim individuals that are viewed separately 

from the group. Subtype labels refer to a subgroup within the Muslim group that is smaller than 

the broad group. This can be based on their physical appearances, personal characteristics, 

country of origin or their persona. Quantifiers were also used to refer to Muslims within the 

different label categories. 

5.1 Summary of the results 

First, a summary will be given of the results with regard to the news and social media. 

This will be done separately for each attack and per type of label. 

The use of generic labels for Muslims in news articles significantly increased after the 

attack in Brussels. This implies that journalists were referring to Muslims in a more generic way 

in news articles. The use of individual labels for Muslims decreased in the news after the attack 

in Brussels, this decrease was however not significant. This implies that journalists referred less 

to Muslims as individuals in their news articles. The use of subtype labels for Muslims also 

decreased in the news after the attack in Brussels, this decrease was however also not significant. 
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Which implies that Muslims were less referred to as a group consisting of different types of 

people after the attack in Nice. 

Concerning the attack in Nice, there use of generic labels for Muslims in the news after 

the attack in Nice decreased, this decrease was however not significant. The use of individual 

labels for Muslims increased in the news after the attack in Nice, this increase was however not 

significant. Contrary to after the attack in Brussels, the journalists did not refer to Muslims in a 

more generic way and even used more individuals labels to refer to Muslims in their news 

articles. This could be due to the fact that the attack in Nice took place almost four months after 

the attack in Brussels. Since the news did use more generic labels and less individual labels after 

the attack in Brussels, they could have received criticism about this causing journalists to be 

more aware of using generic labels to refer to Muslims after a terroristic attack. The use of 

subtype labels for Muslims decreased in the news after the attack in Nice, this decrease was 

however not significant. Which implies that Muslims were less referred to as a group consisting 

of different types of people after the attack in Nice.  

The use of generic labels for Muslims was significantly increased in the news after the 

attack in Paris. This implies that journalists were referring to Muslims in a more generic way in 

news articles. The use of individual labels for Muslims decreased in the news after the attack in 

Paris, this decrease was however not significant. Which implies that journalists referred less to 

Muslims as individuals in their news articles. The use of subtype labels for Muslims increased in 

the news regarding the attack in Paris, this increase was however not significant. 

With regard to social media, the use of generic labels was significantly increased after the 

attack in Brussels which implies that people were referring to Muslims in a more generic way on 

social media. The use of individual labels was significantly decreased after the attack in Brussels. 

Which implies that people referred to Muslims less as individuals in their commenting on social 

media. The use of subtype labels was significantly increased after the attack in Brussels, which 

implies that Muslims were more referred to as a group consisting of different types of people 

after the attack in Brussels or that Muslims were more discussed in general on social media and 

therefore the use of subtype labels increased along.  

The use of generic labels was significantly decreased after the attack in Nice which 

implies that people were referring less to Muslims in a generic way on social media. The 

individual labels were significantly decreased after the attack in Nice. Which implies that people 
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referred less to Muslims as individuals on social media. The subtype labels were also 

significantly decreased after the attack in Nice. Which implies that Muslims were less referred to 

as a group consisting of different types of people after the attack in Brussels.  

The generic labels increased significantly after the attack in Paris. Which implies that 

people were referring to Muslims in a more generic way on social media. The use of individual 

labels decreased significantly after the attack in Paris. Which implies that people referred less to 

Muslims as individuals on social media. The use of subtype labels was significantly increased 

after the attack in Paris. Which implies that Muslims were more referred to as a group consisting 

of different types of people or that Muslims were more discussed in general on social media and 

therefore the use of subtype labels increased along.  

After the attacks in Brussels and Paris, Muslims were relatively more referred to in a 

generic way in the news and on social media. One would assume that journalists do not strive to 

refer to Muslims in a generic way because journalists focus on specific news events within a 

certain timeframe and do not generalize a specific news event to the rest of the Muslim group. 

This because they have professional codes, such as being objective. As for people on social 

media, they do not have to hold back when expressing their thoughts because they do not have to 

be objective. Therefore, one would rather expect that generalization takes place on social media. 

Apparently, the generalization takes place on social media as well as in the news. An explanation 

for the use of generic labels for Muslims by journalists can be that journalists analyze and make 

connections between different events, which can cause them to generalize Muslims after several 

terroristic attacks cause by attackers with an Islamic background. In turn, this can badly 

influence the opinions of people on social media. 

The research question: ‘Are Muslims labeled differently in the news and on social media 

after a terroristic attack?’ can be positively answered because in eleven of the eighteen cases 

there were significant differences found, in different directions, in the frequency usage of the 

different types of labels before and after the attacks in the news and on social media. Especially 

on social media, because all the labels differed significantly, in different directions, after the 

attacks compared to before the attacks in social media messages.  
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5.2 Relationship to earlier findings and implications 

Earlier research found that generalizing assertions are consistently made about Islam and 

Muslims as violent, a danger and a threat to Christians, the Western world and its democracy by 

namely neo-nationalist and fundamentalist journals (Steiner, 2015). In a journal for the Sweden 

Democrats (SD-Kuriren), 54 percent of the labels denoting Muslims were ambiguous, indicating 

that journalists generalize to some extent (Steiner, 2015).  

In this study, we see that the use of generic labels for Muslims increased significantly in 

news and social media messages, after the attacks in Brussels and Paris. Muslims were more 

referred to in a generic way after the attacks in Brussels and Paris. This indicates that the 

generalization of Muslims increased in the news and on social media. Therefore, it is highly 

possible that the attacks were linked to the religion of the attacker(s). In doing so, it proofs that 

Western people automatically make a connection between Islam on the one hand and violence 

and terrorism on the other (Azem, 1999; Bulliet, 2003). The attacks on September eleven in the 

U.S., also showed that journalists described the attack in a religious framework and a possible 

political background of the attacks was ignored (Abrahamian, 2003). This corresponds to what 

other research has shown, namely that Muslims are often framed with violence and thus as a 

threat to Western society (Gonzalez et al., 2008), and that the news mentioning Muslims is 

primarily focused on attacks (Ruigrok et al., 2017). This means that the media simplify Islam and 

describe developments in the Islamic world in terms of terrorism (Mamdani, 2002). Adding that 

Muslims are mainly portrayed in the media as a homogeneous group and that they receive high 

ratings in essentialism, which means that people believe that the category members of the group 

are similar to one another in essence (Gelman, 2003), this has adverse implications for the 

impression of Muslims. 

After the attacks in Brussels and Paris, the use of individual labels for Muslims decreased 

significantly on social media. The use of individual labels for Muslims also decreased in the 

news, however, this decrease was not significant. The fact that Muslims are assigned high ratings 

of entitativity (Toosi & Ambady, 2011) can play a role in this. Category members that are 

perceived as high-entitative, are less perceived as individuals and associated characteristics are 

more generalized across individuals (Crawford et al., 2002).  
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6. Discussion 

6.1 Limitations 

There are a few limitations of this study. This research is only concerned with the 

situation in The Netherlands. It would be interesting to replicate this study while including media 

from other Western countries (e.g. United Kingdom, United States, Belgium, France, and 

Germany). Most of these countries have experienced such an attack in their own country. As a 

result, these attacks might have been discussed in their (news) media more often than in the 

Netherlands. This will give a greater overview of the labels for Muslims, in the news and in 

social media messages about Muslims, in relation to the attacks. 

This study did not consider all factors that can influence the frequency usage of the labels 

after an attack. For example, the increase of the labels does not only have to be due to the 

specific attack that has taken place but can also be caused by journalists making analyzes with 

previous attacks that have taken place. To measure which labels increase or decrease over time, 

it might have been more interesting if this research was conducted over a longer period of time, 

instead of a short period before and after the attack. Because from some points of view, it is 

likely that Muslims are more discussed just after an attack committed by an attacker with an 

Islamic background, due to the associations that people make. 

For the social media analysis, it could be more interesting if the distinction between 

before and after the attack was made based on time instead of days. However, because the data 

export from AmCAT to Excel contained date and time in one cell and is not automatically sorted 

from old to new, this was not possible because Excel cannot sort from old to new if the day and 

time appear in one cell. Furthermore, a number of practical limitations will be described 

hereafter.  

Possibly, not all newspapers and news sources were excluded from the social media 

messages analysis. The deselection of newspapers and news sources (attachment C) in the 

starting period of the first attack selected in Coosto, was maintained for the other time periods 

and attacks. It may be that in the other time periods or with the other attacks, there were more 

Facebook and Twitter accounts of newspapers and news sources that are not deselected. 

Concerning the article sets in AmCAT, there was searched on a type of label without 

excluding the other types of labels (eg #IndividualLabel..., NOT #Genericlabel…, NOT 
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#Subtypelabel…). Otherwise, if an article contained several types of labels, this would not be 

included in the analysis. 

Some news and especially social media messages are double in AmCAT. This could be, 

for example, due to retweets on Twitter. For consistency reasons, duplicate articles were are also 

included in the reliability analysis.  

6.2 Future research 

Future researchers can replicate this study by looking deeper into the different types of 

labels, before and after attacks, while categorizing it by different topics. This to see what if labels 

that fall under specific categories increase or decrease after an attack. For example, it could be 

that generic labels increase after an attack when it comes to political themes and individual labels 

might decrease when it comes to family- and personal related topics. Possibly due to the 

objectifying of Muslims as political factors instead of people who are reported about and 

discussed in their family-roles as fathers, mothers, daughters or sons.  

Another intriguing study would be to look into whether attackers with a Western 

background are differently labeled than attackers with an Islamic background. Since attacks by 

attackers with a Western background are increasing as well lately. Attackers with an Islamic 

background receive 449% more coverage than other attacks (Kearns et al., 2017). Except for the 

different volumes of coverage, it might be that the types of labels are different as well. It would 

be interesting to know whether the greater news coverage of attacks with attackers of an Islamic 

background generates more generalizing labels in news articles and social media messages 

compared to attackers with a non-Islamic background. This could be because people often link 

terrorism to Muslims, even though Muslims themselves are also victims of such increasing 

attacks lately. This may show whether journalists (or the news production companies that they 

work for) have double standards when they report about attackers with certain backgrounds or 

other factors that may play a role in this. More knowledge in this area might help to decrease 

Islamophobia and discrimination of Muslims when journalists are made aware of this.  

Another option would be to analyze how diversity, in the area of the backgrounds of 

journalists, within an editorial office, plays a role in how attackers are labeled in their reporting. 

Journalists with (only) a Western background might label attackers with an Islamic background 

more often in a generic way if they do not come in contact with Muslims in their daily lives. 

More knowledge in this area might make editorial offices, that do not have a diversity policy 
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within their company, more aware of why it might be necessary to do so. This could be a factor 

that is causing the one-sided reporting of Muslims and therefore continuing generic labeling of 

Muslims in the media when it comes to terrorism and therefore violence.  
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Attachments 
Attachment A: search terms for generic, individual and subtype labels. 

Generic labels: 

Genericlabel# “islamaanhangers” “islamieten” “islamitische bevolking” “islamitische 
gemeenschap” “islamitische maatschappij” “islamitische personen” “islamitische volk” 
“islamvolgers” “merendeel van de moslims” “moskeebezoekers” “moslimbevolking” 
“moslimbewoners” “moslimcultuur” “moslimeenheid” “moslimfamilies” “moslimgemeenschap” 
“moslimgeneratie” “mosliminstroom” “mosliminwoners” “moslimmetjes” “moslimpopulatie” 
“de moslims” “moslimzijnde” “een doorsnee moslim” “een gemiddelde moslim” “een gewone 
moslim” “een normale moslim” “typische moslims” “stereotype moslim” “een gelovige moslim 
is iemand die” “een islamaanhanger is iemand die” “een islamiet is iemand die” “een islamitisch 
persoon is” “een islamvolger is iemand die” “een moslim is iemand die” “de moslim” “een 
moslima is iemand die” “moslims zijn altijd” “moslims doen altijd” “moslims zeggen altijd” 
“moslims zeggen nooit” “ moslims zijn nooit” "moslims doen nooit” “1,5 miljard moslims” 
“100% van de moslims” “50 miljoen moslims” “80 miljoen moslims” “alle moslims” “biljoenen 
moslims” “complete moslimbevolking” “duizenden moslims” “een miljard moslims” “elke 
moslim” “erg veel moslims” “generaties moslims” “genoeg moslims” “grootste 
moslimpopulatie” “grote aantallen moslims” “grotendeels moslim” “hordes moslims” “iedere 
moslim” “louter moslims” “massaal moslim” “meer moslims” “menig moslim” “merendeel 
moslims” “miljard moslims” “miljoenen moslims” “moslimmeerderheid” “overgrote deel door 
moslims” “overwegend moslim” “toenemend aantal moslims” “tsunami van moslims” “veelal 
moslims” “vele moslims” “voornamelijk moslims” “zoveel moslims” “moslimmeerderheid” 
“geen enkele moslim” “gelovige moslims” 
 
Individual labels: 

Individuallabel# “deze moslim” “is een dienaar van Allah” “deze gelovige moslim” “deze 
islamaanhanger” “deze islamiet” “deze islamitische persoon” “deze islamitische personen” “deze 
islamvolger” “deze moslim” “deze moslima” “deze moslimbewoner” “moslimindividu” “deze 
mosliminwoner” “een moslim” “individuele moslim” “deze moslim” “moslimpje” 
“moslimventje” “deze mohammedaan” “deze soenniet” “deze orthodoxe moslim” “aantallen 
moslims” “acht moslims” “derde moslim” “deze moslim” “die moslim” “drie moslims” “één 
moslim” “een paar moslims” “eerste moslim” “ene moslim” “enkele moslims” “enkeling was 
moslim” “grootste moslim” “negen moslims” “tien moslims” “twee moslims” “tweede moslim” 
“vier moslims” “vijf moslims” “zes moslims” “zeven moslims” “moslim die” “beide moslims” 
“niet elke moslim” “niet iedere moslim” “enkele moslims” “een kleine hoeveelheid moslims” 
“een paar moslims” “de  moslimjongen” “de  moslimman” “de  moslimvrouw” “een gewone 
moslim” “een jonge moslim” “een jongere moslim” “een moslimman” “een moslimjongen” “een 
moslimjongere” “een moslimkind” “een moslim-leerling” “een moslimmeisje” “een 
moslimminderjarige” “een moslimvriend” “een moslimvriendin” “een moslimvrouw” “een 
moslimzoon” “een moslimzuster” 
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Subtype labels: 

Subtypelabel# “moslims met overgewicht” “moslims met een baard” “boerkadragende 
moslima’s” “moslims met donker haar” “donker moslims” “dikke moslims” “getinte moslims” 
“gesluierde moslima’s” “goedgeklede moslims” “harige moslims” “hijabdragende moslima’s” 
“hoofddoekdragende moslima’s” “jonge moslims” “lelijke moslims” “mooie moslims” “oude 
moslims” “schone moslims” “moslims uit amsterdam” “arabische moslims” “belgische moslims” 
“moslims uit België” “bosniakken” “bosnische moslims” “britse moslims” “brusselse moslims” 
“moslims uit Brussel” “duitse moslims” “duitstalige moslims” “engelse moslims” “engelstalige 
moslims” “europese moslims” “moslims uit Europa” “franse moslims” “moslims uit frankrijk” 
“franstalige moslims” “haagse moslims” “moslims uit den haag” “hollandse moslims” 
“marokkaanse moslims” “mechelse moslims” “moslims uit molenbeek” “nederlandse moslims” 
“moslims die nederlands spreken” “moslims uit rotterdam” “turkse moslims” “utrechtse 
moslims” “vlaamse moslims” “waalse moslims” “westerse moslims” “aardige moslims” 
“avontuurlijke moslims” “beleefde moslims” “correcte moslims” “dappere moslims” “eerlijke 
moslims” “geduldige moslims” “gehoorzame moslims” “oprechte moslims” “goeie moslims” 
“intelligente moslims” “introverte moslims” “juichende moslims” “arrogante moslims” “asociale 
moslims” “brutale moslims” “domme moslims” “gekke moslims” “gematigde moslims” 
“gemene moslims” “luie moslims” “nare moslims” “onbeleefde moslims” “onbeschofte 
moslims” “oneerlijke moslims” “onvriendelijke moslims” “primitieve moslims” “rustige 
moslims” “serieuze moslims” “slechte moslims” “slimme moslims” “sociale moslims” “stijlvolle 
moslima’s” “sympathieke moslims” “traditionele moslims” “verontwaardigde moslims” 
“verstandige moslims” “verwarde moslims” “voorzichtige moslims” “vredelievende moslims” 
“vriendelijke moslims” “vrije moslims” “vrijgevige moslims” “vrijgevochten moslima’s” 
“vrolijke moslims” “vrome moslims” “ware moslims” “welbespraakte moslims” “wijze 
moslims” “zelfverzekerde moslims” “agressieve moslims” “bezorgde moslims” “blije moslims” 
“boze moslims” “emotionele moslims” “gefrustreerde moslims” “geïrriteerde moslims” “kwade 
moslims” “opgetogen moslims” “teleurgestelde moslims” “woeste moslims” “achterlijke 
moslims” “arme moslims” “moslims die dreigen” “bekende moslims” “bijzondere moslims” 
“bloeddorstige moslims” “culturele moslims” “diepgelovige moslims” “een soort moslims” 
“enge moslims” “exotische moslims” “gedemoniseerde moslims” “geesteszieke moslims” 
“gekke moslims” “gekrenkte moslims" “gestoorde moslims” “gewonde moslims” 
“hoogopgeleide moslims” “huilende moslims” “illegale moslims” “jankende moslims” “jonge 
moslims” “knuffelmoslims” “mannelijke moslims” “middeleeuwse moslims” “mishandelde 
moslima’s” “minderjarige moslims” “zieke moslims” “zielige moslims” “onderdrukte moslims” 
“onderontwikkelde moslims” “moslimslachtoffers” “rijke moslims” “superieure moslims” 
“verjaagde moslims” “vreedzame moslims” “moslimreizigers” “gekke moslims” “groene 
moslims” “hangmoslims” “laagopgeleide moslims” “moslimbewoners” “moslimbroeders” 
“moslimvriendjes” “propere moslims” “provocerende moslims” “diervriendelijke moslims” 
“milieubewuste moslims” “moslimdochters” “hardwerkende moslims” “homofobische moslims” 
“ophitsende moslims” “goede moslims” “favoriete moslims” “neppe moslims” “niet-
geïntegreerde moslims” “protesterende moslims” “scheldende moslims” “slechtgemanierde 
moslims” “moslimjeugd” “moslimjong” “moslimvaders” “moslimzonen” “moslimzoons” 
“moslimzusters” “moslimvrienden” “moslimjongens” “moslimmannen” “moslimvrouwen” 
“moslimfamilies” “islamitische gezinnen” “moslimgezinnen” “moslimgrootouders” 
“moslimechtparen” “shariapredikers” “moslimwerknemers” “moslimslagers” “moslimsoldaten” 
“moslimstudenten” “moslimleiders” “moslimmilitanten” “moslimkiezers” “moslimleerlingen” 
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“werkende moslims” “werkloze moslims” “moslim geestelijken” “moslim geleerden” 
“ingeburgerde moslims” “invloedrijke moslims” “moslimdocenten” “moslimactivisten” 
“moslimagenten” “moslim asielzoekers” “immigrerende moslims” “moslimimmigranten” 
“moslim asielzoekers” “asielzoekers met een islamitische achtergrond” “moslimvluchtelingen” 
“emigrerende moslims” “moordzuchtige moslims” “criminelen met een islamitische 
achtergrond” “moslimdieven” “moslimgevangenen” “veroordeelde moslims” “moslimdaders” 
“moslim bandieten” “moslimbendes” “satanistische moslims” “slechte moslims” “gewapende 
moslims” “moslims die geweld goedkeuren” “moslims die geweld goedpraten” “gewelddadige 
moslims” “corrupte moslims” “criminele moslims” “moslim-extremisten” “moslimterroristen” 
“gewetenloze moslims” “barbaarse moslims” “gevaarlijke moslims” “strijdlustige moslims” 
“moslimbarbaren” “ahmadiyya-moslims” “alevitische moslims” “anatolische moslim jongeren” 
“barelvi-moslims” “takfiri moslims” “taqiyya moslims” “soefies” “soennie’s” “soennitische 
moslims” “soennitisch-islamitische moslims” “muwahhid moslims” "salafisten” “salafistische 
moslim” “sjieten” “sjiitische moslim” “sjiitisch-islamitische moslims” “islamisten” “overtuigde 
moslims” “vastende moslims” “mohammedanen” “knielende moslims” “koran lezers” “afkerige 
moslims” “afvallige moslims” “belijdende moslims” “fanatieke moslims” “overtuigde moslims” 
“strenggelovige moslims” “moslimbroederschap” “biddende moslims” “moskeebezoekers” 
“ultragelovige moslims” “vastende moslims” “praktiserende moslims” “standvastige moslims” 
“orthodoxe moslims” “niet-praktiserende moslims” “moslimbekeerlingen” “socialistische 
moslims” “denk-moslim macho’s” “rechtse moslims” “republikeinse moslims” “seculiere 
moslims” “nationalistische moslims” “moslimradicalen” “radicale moslims” 
“moslimdemonstranten” “moslim kalifaat” “oorlogvoerende moslims” “moslim fanatici” 
“moslim fanatiekelingen” “moslim fascisten” “moslimfundamentalisten” “activistische moslims” 
“liberale moslims” “linkse moslims” “antidemocratische moslim” “antisemitische moslims” 
“conservatieve moslims” “extremistische moslims” “fundamentalistische moslims” 
“democratische moslims” “extreem linkse moslims” “extreem rechtse moslims” “extreme 
moslims” “fundi moslims” “jihadideologen” “jihad strijdende moslim” “jihad strijders” 
“moslimstrijders” “jihadpredikers” “extreme moslims” “liberale moslims” “omstreden moslims” 
“geïntegreerde moslims” “allochtone moslims” “autochtone moslims” “10 procent van de 
moslims” “20 procent van de moslims” “30 procent van de moslims” “40 procent van de 
moslims” “50 procent van de moslims” “de helft van de moslims” “duizenden moslims” “een 
derde van de moslims” “een vierde van de moslims” “genoeg moslims” “een grote deel van de 
moslims” “honderd moslims” “honderden moslims” “minder moslims” “minderheid van de 
moslims” “moslimgroep” “moslimgroepering” “moslimminderheid” “niet veel moslims” 
“onvoldoende moslim” “overwegend veel moslims” “sommige moslims” “steeds meer moslims” 
“te weinig moslims” “toenemend aantal moslims” “vaak moslimvrouwen” “veel moslims” “vele 
moslims” “verscheidene moslims” “vierentwintig moslims” “veertien moslims” “vijfentwintig 
moslims” “voldoende moslims” “weinig moslims” “twee op de drie moslims” “een club 
moslims” 
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Attachment B: the newspapers and news sources that were deselected in Coosto, since the news 

selection was already made in AmCAT: 

The newspapers and news sources deselected in Coosto: 
DeGelderlander (Twitter) 
telegraaf (Twitter) 
Nieuwsblad_be (Twitter) 
Metro (Twitter) 
HLN_BE (Twitter) 
XL Metro (Facebook) 
Metro (Facebook) 
vlbelang (Facebook) 
degelderlander (Facebook) 
Trouw.nl (Facebook) 
Volkskrant (Facebook) 
NRC (Facebook) 
telegraaf (Facebook) 
demorgen (Facebook) 
AD.nl (Facebook) 

 

Attachment C: Calculations of the precision and recall. 

The precision was calculated with the following formula: Precision = number of found relevant / 

total number found. The recall was calculated with the following formula: Recall = number of 

found relevant / total number relevant. 

Generic labels: 
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Individual labels: 

 
Subtype labels: 
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Attachment D: ZipFile with excel files containing data downloaded from AmCAT for H1, based 

on the search terms (attachment A) and in which a new variable is added (called ‘VoorenNa’), 

wherein 0 stands for data before the attack(s) and 1 stands for data after the attack(s). 

 
Attachment E: ZipFile with SPSS files containing data imported from Excel (attachment D, 

originally from AmCAT), on which the Mixed ANOVA’s are conducted for H1. Including 

Syntax and Output files.  

 

Attachment F: The file that includes all social media data that is downloaded from Coosto,  

cannot be added as a regular attachment and was already sent to the Master thesis instructor C. 

Beukeboom by WeTransfer on 28-05-2017. WeTransfer is a Dutch upload- and download 

service for large files. 

 

Attachment G: Website that were used to compose search terms for the different types of labels, 

in addition to the social media and news messages. 

https://mens-en-samenleving.infonu.nl/diversen/102277-karaktereigenschappen-welke-passen-

bij-jou.html. 

https://nl.speaklanguages.com/engels/woordenschat/. 

 

 

 

https://mens-en-samenleving.infonu.nl/diversen/102277-karaktereigenschappen-welke-passen-bij-jou.html
https://mens-en-samenleving.infonu.nl/diversen/102277-karaktereigenschappen-welke-passen-bij-jou.html
https://nl.speaklanguages.com/engels/woordenschat/
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